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ABSTRACT
Satellites carry different payloads, but the basic design in hard- and software is generally similar for small
satellites. For example, they all receive telecommands, distribute them and generate telemetry packets.
Reusing existing components is desirable, especially with limited time and financial budgets. This is where
the Corfu comes in, which we present in this work.
Corfu is a software framework for safety-critical on-board software. It follows a model-based approach.
Developers formally define the structure of the software. The software design is app-centric, i.e. on-board
software in Corfu is a composition of apps. Apps define a clear communication interface using a publish/subscribe principle. This allows on-board software to connect apps among each other. Developers can use
and connect apps in different on-board software and even on different missions. This encourages reusability.
Based on the information of software definition, Corfu applies two tasks: formal verification of the software
structure and generation of source code. In the verification step, Corfu examines the timing properties across
all apps that are included into the software. Having a formal definition that is used for both static analysis
and code generation, makes in possible to identify structural problems early.
The generation process creates code that it can derive from the software specification. This includes
communication handling, such as subscribing to topics, distributing telecommands and collecting telemetry.
In addition, the generated code also covers thread handling. The result of the generation process is a
collection of classes. Most of those classes are abstract, which include abstract methods that the developer
fills with mission-specific code. Developers do this by inheriting from those abstract classes and overriding
all the abstract methods by carrying out the desired behavior. Developers can focus on implementing the
mission relevant code.
The software specification defines the communication interface between space and ground as well; therefore, it is sensible to use the same definition for the ground software. Corfu comes with a library for ground
software, which parses the configuration file and makes it available to the developer. It also comes with a
link interface towards the space segment. Based on the library, Corfu provides a ready-to-use generic ground
software with a graphical user interface printing telemetry data and for sending telemetry — according to
the software definition.
Beyond formal verification of the software definition, Corfu comes with an elaborated testing framework,
which provides unit and integration tests to the developers. By generating test-specific classes, Corfu gives
developers access to internal software parts to allow more accurate unit testing. By automatically sending
telecommands and evaluating telemetry data, developers accomplish integration tests of the full on-board
software stack.
Corfu already comes with applications and concepts that are common to general on-board software,
such as publish/subscribe communication between applications, anomaly and event handling, telecommand
distribution among applications, telemetry collection, housekeeper, etc.
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Introduction

tion and code generation at compile time but also for
companion software at run-time. For example, the
ground software (library) uses information from the
source code to provide more detailed information on
logging messages.
As a foundation, Corfu uses Rodos,8 a real-time
operating system, which runs on bare-metal hardware or as a guest on other operating systems, such
as POSIX. On embedded hardware, it needs an own
preemptive dynamic scheduler; on other operating
systems, it uses the native scheduler. This makes
Corfu very portable. It can run on every platform
that Rodos supports, which includes common platforms like ARM (e.g. Raspberry PI). Porting Rodos
to other platforms is straightforward. Rodos is available under open-source conditions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we present the related work, including other frameworks for (small) satellites. After that, we present the basic structure of Corfu in
section 3. In section 4 we show the basic configuration of Corfu software. Section 5 presents the code
generation process, including some details about the
generated code of apps and nodes. There are some
concepts in Corfu, which we describe in section 6.
An important feature in Corfu is the feedback from
the source code back to the model, which section 7
introduces. Section 8 presents the automatic testing framework for user code, with unit and integration test. Corfu also comes with some built-in
apps, which can be seen in section 9. In section 10,
we present the reference implementation of ground
software. Corfu is used in real projects as section 11
shows. Finally, we present in section 12 which improvements we plan for Corfu.

Even if satellite missions have different objectives, they have the same conditions and requirements. There are tasks each satellite has to implement regardless of the mission goal. For example,
each satellite mission has to implement attitude control, communication, local distribution of telecommands, and collection of telemetry.
Especially small satellite projects in the academic field suffer from limited resources for development. The financial budget is often tight and the
development time is short. Thus, it is desirable to
reuse components in order to reduce development
efforts. This is true for both hardware and software. Reusing components saves time (and therefore money), because the components do not have
to be developed from scratch. However, it is not always possible to adopt components directly from another project. Often, it is unavoidable to customize
or to reconfigure them in order to make them meet
mission-specific needs.
Software frameworks stipulate a unified software
structure, which usually facilitates a modular way
to build software. Such frameworks are designed for
a specific application area; in our case, it is satellite software. The area of application influences the
design of the software structure, and therefore the
design of the framework. On the one hand, software
frameworks lay the foundation for how components
must be defined and structured. On the other hand,
they come with domain-specific features that already
cover general behavior of the software, such as distributing telecommands across different modules of
satellite software.
In this work, we present Corfu, a model-based
framework for satellite software. Corfu stands for
Configurable On-board software Framework for
You. Our focus is to provide safe on-board software by following the principle of making using it
correctly easy, but using it wrongly hard. Therefore,
we try to move error reporting as much as possible to
compile-time, leading to compilation errors instead
of run-time errors.
Corfu follows a model-based approach, which
means engineers define the rough structure of the
software in a formal model. Model-based frameworks use the model to apply early high-level verification and to generate source code. The formal
model, however, does not cover details of the implementation. Therefore, Corfu iteratively enriches
the formal model with details from the implementation by applying source code analysis. Corfu uses
the resulting extended model not only for verificaFlederer

1 Related Work
Satellites have a long history and therefore, there
exist many conceptions of on-board software. However, openly available or at least published software
frameworks are rare. There already exist a number
of software frameworks for (small) satellite software
with different approaches. However, not all frameworks follow a model-based approach.
1.1 F Prime
F Prime – also called F’ – is a framework for
on-board software.1 It is developed by JPL (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory) and available under open
source conditions.19 This software framework resembles Corfu the most. Here, the user also defines the
software formally in configuration files. In contrast
2
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to Corfu, F Prime goes for XML as configuration file
format. Although XML offers more elaborated tools
and languages for schema validation (e.g. XSD), we
decided to use YAML for the software configuration
in Corfu. YAML more fluent to write for users, because it requires less boilerplate text in comparison
with XML. For schema validation, Corfu comes with
an own validator, which is built into the configuration parser.
Similar to Corfu, F Prime software is defined in
two levels. In the lower level, the software is divided
into separate components. Those components contain input and output ports of different types, which
provide the local communication between components. In the upper level, the apps are connected in
topologies. Such topologies are used to compile deployments, e.g. images for computing nodes. Within
topologies, developers describe how the ports of apps
are connected with each other. These connections
reflect invocations from an output port to an input
port. This means that there is a one-to-one connection for the communication between ports. Corfu in
contrast uses a publish/subscribe middleware. Thus,
we can connect multiple publishers and subscribers
with each other. For example, this is useful for redundant software to receive the same piece of information as the active node. However using the
publish/subscribe principle makes it hard to provide return values for communication. Therefore,
we refrain from return values while F Prime provides
them.
In total, F Prime still does need a lot of configuration in source code. For topologies, each component has to be instantiated manually by the developers. In Corfu, nodes are fully generated from the
configuration files — no manual code is require here.
This is only possible if all informations are available
in the configuration file, which is what Corfu aims
for. Everything that is part of the formal configuration makes it easy accessible for analyzing tools.
F Prime is written in C++, and therefore
comes with an object-oriented programming interface. Similar to Corfu, F Prime generates base
classes, which are inherited by the developer. The
generated base classes define virtual functions, which
the framework calls, e.g. to process data that have
been arrived via a port.
F Prime comes with a number of reusable software components (apps) that are common for many
on-board software. It ranges from commander components over logger and memory components to
ground interfaces. Apart from generating source
code that is used in the flight sofware, F Prime also
generates test classes for unit and integration testFlederer

ing, like Corfu. It also comes with ground software
implementation.
1.2 core Flight System
Another renowned framework for satellite software is the core Flight System (cFS), developed by
NASA.16 It is also available under open source conditions.17 The framework also subdivides the software into separate modules, which accomplish distinct task. It is programmed in C; hence, it provides
a procedural programming interface.
Like Corfu, cFS comes with a communication
middleware following the publish/subscribe principle. They call it software bus. The Software Bus
uses one common packet format for data exchange
between all on-board applications. Currently, it
comes only with the implementation for the CCSDS
Space Packet. The exchanged data is a stream of
bytes; thus the software bus does not provide type
safety like Corfu and F Prime. Consequently, misconfigured communication in cFS is only detected at
run-time and not already at compile time.
The cFS framework support dynamic loading
and unloading of components during run-time. This
is not supported in Corfu, because we designed it
to allocate all memory statically to immediately see
at development whether the memory is sufficient or
not.
1.3 NanoSat Mission Operations Framework
With OPS-SAT, ESA has developed a cube sat3
with the aim to test new technologies.6 One part of
the development was the implementation of a new
software framework called NanoSat MO Framework.
The MO stands for mission operation, which also depicts its conceptional heritage: it is an implementation of the CCSDS Mission Operation (CCSDS MO)
standard.
The base their structure also on the concepts of
apps as they are known from smartphone systems.
Such apps can be stopped, started, and even updated during the run of the on-board software. This
is made possible by the flexible definition of communication interfaces and the discovery mechanism,
which loosely couples and enables apps to find each
other. In contrast to Corfu, they use dynamic memory to provide this flexibility.
The NanoSat MO Framework is implemented in
Java. Hence, it needs a full Java virtual machine
to run on the target platform. Therefore, this implementation of the CCSDS MO is not suitable for
bare-metal development for small computing nodes.
In the reference implementation for OPS-SAT, they
3
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run Linux as the base operating system on which the
framework is executed.

keeps all important information at one place
and not scattered in the source code.

1.4 CORDET

2 The Development Process

In two steps, CORDET and CORDET-2, an
ESA funded project developed a component-based
reference architecture for on-board software.9, 13, 15
Their idea is the separation of concern into individual components. Such a component is embedded into a container, which defines the communication interface to other components, more precisely to
other containers. The interfaces specify in- and outgoing connections, which are linked by connectors,
e.g. a communication middleware channel/topic.
This is basically the groundwork for most frameworks mentioned in this section.

As pointed out earlier, Corfu follows a modeldriven approach for developing satellite software. In
model-based development, engineers specify a formal model, which is used for source code generation.
Apart from that, Corfu extends the formal model by
extracting information from the developer’s manually written source code. This already implies that
Corfu follows an iterative development approach, because we have a feedback loop. Thus, the code generation processed is repeated several times, because
every time the model changes, the generated code
must be updated as well. Indeed, this means that it
is no problem that the formal model changes after
code generation.
In the project folder, Corfu keeps the generated
code and the user code locally separated. That
means no file contains both generated and manually written code. This is possible by separating the
code in one two ways:

1.5 OBS Framework
The OBS framework from Cechticky et al. follows a generative approach.2 It seems to be a continuation resp. generalization of the AOCS framework, because the OBS framework reuses many ideas
from the AOCS framework, which is described in
detail by Pasetti in.11, 12 In their paper4 they describe three technical approaches they use in the
OBS framework to accomplish re-usability of software by architecture:10 feature modeling, objectoriented framework, and aspect-oriented adaptability. Additionally, they describe on their homepage22
several design patterns particular for on-board software. The frameworks further comes with already
implemented components, such as telecommand and
telemetry managers.

• Generating only declarations and let developers write the definitions.
• Generating abstract base classes and let developers write subclasses implementing the methods / behavior.
In the most cases, we have classes and, therefore, we
usually apply the second variant.
Figure 1 shows an overview of Corfu’s compilation process. When executing the compilation process for the first time, the gray step is not applied,
because no user code exists at this moment. In this
step, the code analyzer extracts information from
the manually written source code of the developers.
The extracted information represents the extracted
model, which the code analyzer stores into a json
file.
The extracted model is optional for the generator and model verification. However, those tools
always require the formal model. Therefore, at least
a first draft of the formal model is mandatory when
starting the development.
The generator takes information from both models, the formal and extracted one, and generates
source code files from source code templates. See
Section 5 for a detailed explanation of the code generation process. Finally, the compilation and linking
step combines the generated, the user source code,
and Corfu’s libraries to create the binary file(s).

1.6 Our Contributions
Corfu comes with some enhancements towards
the state of the art:
• We enrich the formal model (from the software
configuration) by information from the source
code. On the one hand, this enables to dynamically adjust properties of the software during
the development process of the software. On
the other hand, it makes additional information available at run-time, where the resulting
model is used as well. For example, the ground
software can use information about events in
the source code.
• We introduce more satellite software specific
properties into the formal model, e.g. timing
parameters. This not only enable a broader
formal verification based on the model, it also
Flederer
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Figure 1: Corfu’s Process Compilation Process.
3 Components of Corfu

cutables and libraries that run on ground computers and not on the satellite platform. On the one
hand, the ground category includes tools that run
at compile-time, such as the source code generator
and analyzer. On the other hand, it contains ground
tools, which run in at the same time as the satellite
(software). Both types of executables use the same
library for parsing the configuration files.
The other major categories, on-board and
platform-independent are not further divided. This
is a short overview of the tools and libraries that
come with Corfu:

To keep Corfu independent from the hardware
platform, it relies on Rodos as operating system.
Rodos either runs directly (bare-metal) on various
hardware platforms, such as ARM (e.g. Raspberry
Pi, STM32, Gecko), or it runs as a guest on another
operating system, e.g. POSIX (including Linux).
When running directly on hardware, Rodos uses
its real-time scheduler. The built-in scheduler is a
priority-based and dynamic scheduler, which supports preemption. When running as a guest on
another operating system, Rodos does not use its
own scheduler; instead, it relies on the scheduler of
the guest operating system. In this case, creating
threads in Rodos leads to creating threads on the
host operating system. Consequently, the real-time
properties depend on the properties of the host operating system. Thus, Rodos acts only as an abstraction layer towards Corfu and the applications in this
case.
Corfu provides not only a framework for the onboard software but also comes with companion libraries and programs. Figure 2 shows an overview
of the libraries and tools that come with Corfu.
We divide the tools and libraries into three major categories: ground, on-board, and platformindependent. The ground category contains exeFlederer

Config Parser Engineers describe the formal
model in several configuration files. This library parses the configuration files and builds
from them a common data structure, which
represents the formal model of the on-board
software. Tools operate on that data structure to perform their job, e.g. generating
source code. See Section 4 for details about
the structure of the formal model.
Source Code Generator The generator creates
source code from the formal model it receives
from the config parser library. The generated
code comprises abstract classes and instances
of apps and topics (communication channels)
5
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Figure 2: Libraries and Tools of Corfu
according to the configuration. Developers inherit from the abstract classes to implement
the intended behavior of the software. See Section 5 for more details about the source code
generation.

structures for telemetry and telecommands. In
addition, it provides serialization and deserialization algorithms. Both segments, space and
ground, use this library. Therefore, we keep
this library platform-agnostic to make it easily usable on both segments.

Ground Library This library facilitates creating
custom ground software for communicating
with on-boards software. Its programming interface towards the ground software is generic
to cover all configurations. On reception
of telemetry packets, the library parses and
passes them to the ground software. For
telecommands, this works in the other direction. The ground software passes telecommand parameters to the generic interface, and
the library transforms them into telecommand
packets for the on-board software.

Basic Library To keep safety-critical software reliable, some techniques may not be used. For
example, dynamic memory is error-prone and
makes predicting the memory usage hard.
Therefore, we cannot use every element from
the standard library, e.g. STL containers.
Hence, we have implemented our own implementation of such elements.
On-Board Library On the satellite’s side, Corfu
provides a basic infrastructure that is independent of the formal model. For example, this includes collecting telemetry data and handling
of telecommands. Thus, this library contains
all the code that is common to all on-board
software and independent of the specific software.

Ground Software Corfu comes with a reference
implementation of ground software. However,
this is just a prototype and might not fit every
mission’s needs. The ground software dynamically builds a graphical user interface based on
the config files (formal model). This user interface prints telemetry data of the defined types.
In addition, enables users to send telecommands to the on-board software. As mentioned before, users can implement their own
mission-specific ground software by using the
ground library. See Section 10 for more details
about the reference implementation.

Test Library Corfu already comes with automatic
tests for its code. However, to support developers testing also their code, Corfu generates
test-specific code based on the configuration
(formal model). The generated code provides
a test environment for the user code, which
allows test code to retrieve information about
the code’s behavior. Similar to the On-Board
Library, the test environment contains code

Tele Library This library defines generic packet
Flederer
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that is independent of the specific code. Thus,
we have outsourced the generic code for testing into this library. See Section 8 for more
details about automatic tests in Corfu.

Each app defines the topic types it publishes to
and which it subscribes. There are two different types of topic subscriptions, which differ in
timing behavior. The direct subscription provides a callback function, which is called every time a message arrives via the topic. The
FIFO subscription stores incoming messages
into a FIFO, which is read by a thread, eventually.

4 The Configuration (Formal Model)
Software that uses Corfu follows an app-centric
design. This means the on-board software is divided
into separate apps. Each app implements a feature
for the on-board software. For example, there is a
housekeeper app for periodically collecting and sending real-time telemetry and there are separate apps
for scientific operations. We encourage developers
to design their apps to be reusable. Indeed, we also
did the same for the apps that already come with
Corfu (e.g. the housekeeper app).
In this section, we give a short overview of the
two main entities that are defined in the software
configuration: apps and nodes.

External Communication Interface This covers the communication between the ground
and the space segment. Apps define telecommands on which they react. Thus, apps contribute to the set of telecommands and telemetry types of the node which uses the app. Both
telecommands and telemetry can carry a data
structure for parameter values.
Real-time telemetry is a special telemetry
type. Its purpose is to give a brief overview
of the app’s current state. In the configuration, engineers define the fields that describe
the app’s state. Each field comprises a name
and a data type. The housekeeper periodically
collects the fields’ values and sends them down
to the ground. See Section 6.2 for more details
about the real-time telemetry.

4.1 Apps
An app is a software component that performs a
specific task. In a configuration file, engineers define
properties that describe the frame of an app. Below,
we summarize the different property types of apps.
ID An integer number that identifies the app onboard. For example, it is used for addressing
telecommands and telemetry.

Compile-Time Parameters Developers should
design apps to be reusable. However, it is not
always possible to use one app without configuration on different nodes. Therefore, apps
can define parameters, which allow nodes to
configure the app at compile time. A parameter is a key/value pair, where the data type
defined in the configuration. Each parameter
has a default value. Those parameters are
represented as constant values in the code and
are not modifiable during run-time.

Threads Apps can have several threads. Threads
represent active elements in the on-board software. That means the operating system equips
them with an own execution path and a stack.
The scheduler of the operating systems manages the execution of the threads of all apps.
To influence the scheduling, users can assign
priorities and timing properties to threads.
Internal Communication Interface This property covers the on-board communication between applications. The inter-app communication is not a point-to-point communication; instead, it employs the publish/subscriber middleware of Rodos. That means both publishers
and subscribers are agnostic about which apps
publish to a topic and which apps subscribe
to a topic. Indeed, it is possible to have more
than one publisher and subscriber. This makes
the software flexible in inter-app communication, because publishers and subscribers can
freely be added to a topic.
Flederer

Run-Time Parameters Run-time parameters are
app parameters whose value is modifiable at
run-time. Those parameters have a default
value, which is used at software startup. The
generator creates telecommands for changing
the values of such parameters.
Figure 3 shows an example app configuration in
YAML. The individual properties of the app are declared just one after the other. The topic names here
are aliases for the real topic names that the nodes
will pass to the apps.
7
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ID An integer number that identifies the app onboard. For example, it is used for addressing
telecommands and telemetry.

name : my_app
i d : 137
compile_time_parameters :
my_compile_time_parameter :
type : i n t 3 2 _ t
d e f a u l t _ v a l u e : 1337
run_time_parameters :
my_run_time_parameter :
type : i n t 3 2 _ t
d e f a u l t _ v a l u e : 1338
telecommands :
my_telecommand :
id : 3
fields :
my_field : uint8_t
extended_telemetry :
my_telemetry :
id : 1
fields :
my_int_field : uint8_t
my_float_field : f l o a t
real_time_telemetry :
my_field : uint16_t
threads :
my_thread :
f i r s t _ r u n : 2_s
p e r i o d : 1_s
p r i o r i t y : 100
max_stack_size : 10000
subscribe :
my_subscribe_topic :
fifo : 8
fields :
my_int_field : i n t
my_float_field : f l o a t
publish :
my_publish_topic :
fields :
my_int_field : i n t
my_float_field : f l o a t

List of Topics Apps define the topic types they
publish to or subscribe. However, this does
not mean that they already instantiate a topic.
Instead, nodes have to instantiate topics and
connect them to the apps. This property defines the topics that the node shall initialize
and describes how they connect to the apps.s.
List of Apps This simple list defines which apps
become part of the node. Here, engineers can
overwrite the default values of parameters and
thread timing properties with custom values.
Figure 4 shows an example node configuration.
In the list of apps, engineers connect the topic aliases
of the apps with the instantiated topics, i.e. with the
topics defined in the topics part of the node configuration.
5 Code Generation
As mentioned in a previous section, Corfu keeps
the generated and the user code base separated.
This is possible because there are two ways for separating both sections of codes. In the first variant,
the generated code only defines the declaration (in
a header file), leaving the definition open for the developer to implement. In the second variant, the
generated code creates base classes, which often are
abstract. The developer’s task is to implement a
class that inherits the base class with the intended
behavior.
For generating source code, we use a template
engine to create the desired output. Such template
engines are commonplace in other fields like web development. In our case, we use the template engine inja.21 That means for each type of source
code file, we have a manually written template file.
Such template files contain the C++ code with extended control structures and placeholders. The
source code generator reads the software configuration and transfers variable values into the templates.
There, it executes the control structures and replaces
the placeholders with configuration values. Finally,
the generator saves the resulting file into the appropriate directory.

Figure 3: Example Configuration of an App
in YAML
4.2 Nodes
Often, satellite projects comprise more than just
one type of computer, e.g. there on-board computer,
payload computer, and so on. Therefore, Corfu supports to define several nodes, which result in separate executable (images). Hence, a node represents
an executable for a computing node. Below, we summarize the different property types of nodes.
Flederer

5.1 Apps
When using Corfu, each app relies on a hierarchy
of classes, which are shown in figure 5. The diagram
shows only a simple app that only implements two
8
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name : my_node
i d : 137
topics :
my_first_topic :
fields :
myIntField : i n t
my F l oa t F ie l d : f l o a t
my_second_topic :
fields :
myIntField : i n t
my F l oa t F ie l d : f l o a t
apps :
my_app :
compile_time_parameters :
my_compile_time_parameter : 1447
subscribe :
my_subscribe_topic : m y _ f i r s t _ t o p i c
publish :
my_publish_topic : my_second_topic
threads :
my_thread :
p e r i o d : 500_ms
other_example_app :
subscribe :
my_subscribe_topic : my_second_topic
publish :
my_publish_topic : m y _ f i r s t _ t o p i c
Figure 4: Example Configuration of a Node in YAML
telecommands and standard telemetry. It does not
subscribe to any topic or uses additional telemetry.

about how telecommands are handled in apps.

The abstract class corfu :: App is common for
all apps. This class contains generic telecommand
handling and provides helper functions for sending
telemetry. See section 6 for an overview of those
concepts.

5.2 Nodes
Figure 6 shows the hierarchy of generated nodes.
For the sake of brevity, the diagram only shows those
classes and methods that are part of the general node
hierarchy. Other classes, e.g. those that are part of
the telemetry handling are shown in the section 6.

The next level of app classes is a generated abstract class (generated::MyApp in the figure). The
generator creates it for each app in the software configuration. That means it contains the specific code
for handling telecommands, telemetry, topics, and
threads. The generated class also defines abstract
handler methods, which the developers have to implement, e.g. a telecommand handling method.

Figure 6 shows the hierarchy of node classes.
Similar to the classes for apps, nodes also use inheritance. However, for nodes we have only two classes:
the base class and the generated class. There is
no need to create a user-written class, because the
generated class already contains everything a node
needs. The generated class instantiates and configures all the defined apps according to the software
configuration. The class corfu :: Node is the generic
base class that all nodes use. It contains code that
is independent of the software configuration.

Finally, there is the class written by developers
(MyApp in the figure). This class only has to inherit
from the generated class. Developers have to implement the abstract handler methods with the desired
behavior. The generated class preprocesses all messages that arrive at the app and calls the appropriate
handler methods. See section 6.1 for more details
Flederer
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Figure 5: The Hierarchy of App Classes
6.1 Telecommand Handling

corfu

C

C

MyApps

On board, telecommands are distributed via topics. How they arrive at the space segment is mission
specific. For example, a modem driver (app) receives
telecommands from the ground, decodes them and
publishes them to the telecommandTopic, which is
subscribed by apps. The data type of this topic is
the generic telecommand class corfu :: Telecommand.
Apart from a checksum and the parameters, the
telecommand class contains information utilized for
routing. The nodeId identifies the node to be addressed; the same goes for the appId. Finally, the
commandId identifies the type of the telecommand
for the app.
Besides the app class, the generator also creates
telecommand classes for each type of telecommand.
The generated telecommand classes contain not only
the parameter values but also methods for serialization and deserialization.
The sequence diagram in figure 7 shows how
the messages are distributed on-board. As soon
as the app receives a telecommand via the
telecommandTopic, the corfu :: App class forwards
the message to the handleTelecommand method.
Only the generated app classes implement this handling method. First, the method checks whether the
telecommand addresses the app. If that is the case,
it deserializes the telecommand parameters into the
telecommand-specific object. Then, the method
passes the deserialized object to a telecommandspecific handling method.
Such telecommand-

Node

nodeId: uint8
init()

generated

C

MyNode

Figure 6: The Hierarchy of Node Classes

6 Concepts
Apart from the static definition of nodes and
apps, Corfu comes with concepts of dynamic processing information. This section gives an overview
of how telecommands and the standard telemetry
are processed, and how the software watchdog works.
Flederer
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telecommandTopic

myApp

publish(corfu::Telecommand &)
put(corfu::Telecommand &)
handleTelecommand(const corfu:: Telecommand &)

handleMyFirstTelecommand(const generated::MyFirstTelecommand &)

telecommandTopic

myApp

Figure 7: The Sequence Diagram of Telecommand Distribution in Apps.
specific methods are abstract in the generated app
class, but implemented in the user-written app class.

frameworks. Having a look back at figure 1, we see
that there are two parts of the model. The left one is
the formal model, which is manually written by engineers. This is also the starting point of the development process. Corfu provides an iterative development approach. That means, the entire process of
generating code etc. is executed several times within
the development process.
As soon as developers have written source code,
Corfu enhances the model information from the
source code. This is the part at the top of figure 1. The code analyzer creates a json file that
contains information from the source code; this is
what we call the extracted model. Elements of the
extracted model can reference elements from the formal model. For example, extracted information directly concerns apps or nodes in the formal model.
For parsing user C++ source code, we rely on
clang.18 Clang is a C/C++ frontend for the compiler LLVM. First, clang builds the abstract syntax
tree (AST) of the source code before it further processes the AST. Fortunately, clang provides library
access to its AST building feature. They also enable
easy access and filtering of the AST in their libtooling library, which is what our code analyzer uses.
Libtooling provides a feature, which they call
AST matcher. With matchers, users define a pattern to search for in the AST. Every time libtooling finds the pattern in the AST, it invokes a callback function with a handle to the AST nodes that
match the pattern. Outgoing from this node, our
tool collects information from the AST and puts the
information into the json file, which represents the
extracted model.

6.2 Real-Time Telemetry
The idea behind the real-time telemetry is to provide a brief information about the satellite’s state to
the ground operators. Each app contributes an own
structure with a few fields that indicate the state of
the app. The information of the apps should not
go into much detail. If the operation crew needs
more detailed information, they shall request extra
telemetry, which apps provide. Finally, the satellite
periodically sends the resulting telemetry structure
with the information of all apps down.
Figure 8 shows all classes involved in collecting information for real-time telemetry. For each
app that contributes data to the real-time telemetry, the generator creates a specific struct, which
is equipped with serialize and deserialize methods.
The generated app class already contains an instance
of the telemetry structure as a member variable. The
apps directly fill this structure’s data. Apps like
the housekeeper invoke serializeStandardTelemetry
to collect the node-specific real-time telemetry data
into a slice/array. The node traverses all apps
and calls their serializing methods.
To make
sure, there is current data in the member instances of the telemetry structure, the node calls the
updateStandardTelmetry method right before serializing the data. This gives apps the chance to update the structure with current data if they are not
already up to date.
7 Feedback from the Source Code to the
Model

7.1 Static Information about Logging

Enriching the formal model with information
from the source code sets Corfu apart from other
Flederer

Logging is a valuable tool for debugging and narrowing down problems. Usually, logging prints a
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corfu

C

Node

serializeStandardTelemetry(payload: corfu::Slice &): RODOS::Result<uint32_t>

generated

C

MyAppStandardTelemetry

C

myIntParameter: uint8_t
myFloatParameter: float

serializeStandardTelemetry(payload: corfu::Slice &): RODOS::Result<uint32_t>
updateStandardTelemetry()

serialize(slice: corfu::Slice &): RODOS::Result<uint32_T>
deserialize(slice: const corfu::Slice &): RODOS::Result<uint32_T>

C

App

MyApp

serializeStandardTelemetry(payload: corfu::Slice &): RODOS::Result<uint32_t>

C

MyApp

updateStandardTelemetry()

Figure 8: The Class Diagram of Collecting Real-Time Telemetry.
string message, together with some values, e.g. using functions like printf .5 Which messages land in
the code can hardly be foreseen when defining the
formal model of a software, because it does not define implementation details, e.g. variables and control paths. Hence, such logging messages are usually
added during the programming process.
Even if detailed logging is mainly employed in development and testing phases, it can still be useful
during satellite operation. However, debugging messages consume some resources. For example, (long)
message strings occupy memory in flash and sending
the messages down to earth increases bandwidth usage. Neither is good for small satellites with limited
memory resources and bandwidth for space/ground
communication.
Therefore, we use extracted information about
the content of the text message, the number and
types of parameters, and the position in the source
code. During compilation, the C++ compiler replaces the message text with a hash value that identifies the event. We achieve this by defining a hash
function as being constexpr, which makes it possible
that the compiler performs the hash calculation already at compile time. As a result, the compiled binary code does not contain static information, such
as the message string and the location information.
Instead, only a hash integer value is stored in the
binary data.
This is similar for the transmission to the ground;
we do not transmit static data. Instead, we only
transmit only an identifying value (hash) and dynamic data (parameter values). On the ground side,
Flederer

the ground software uses the extended model to retrieve the static data by means of the identifying
(hash) value. In this way, we keep the useful features of text logging, but reduce the costs that come
with them.
Indeed, one could manually add information to
the formal model afterwards, but this is tedious and
error-prone. Actually, the information is already
there in the source code; thus, we extract it right
away.
In sum, the basic principle is to outsource values
that are not essential in the on-board software into
the (extracted) model. The outsourced information
can then be used at run-time.
7.2 Some Implementation Details of User
Methods
In order to make our verification work correctly,
Corfu has some requirements for the user code. However, those requirements are nothing unexpected,
because they basically follow best practice rules for
safety-critical software. Corfu automatically checks
some requirements:
• No function pointers,
• No dynamic memory.
As mentioned earlier, the formal model is an abstract representation of the software. Thus, it does
not contain every implementation detail. However,
it is valuable to use knowledge about the implementation for verification or documentation. Therefore,
we extract the following information from user code:
12
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• Which types of telemetry do user methods
emit (if any)?

Corfu provides and generates classes for testing.
It supports two different levels of testing: unit and
integration tests. This section does not cover the
generic app code that comes with Corfu. For such
code, Corfu already provides unit tests. Instead, this
section focuses on testing user code.

including the generated code of the on-board software, the compilation process includes the generated
code for unit tests. The name of the generated test
class is the same as the one from the on-board software. Therefore, the user-defined class still inherits the same named class; however, in the different
compilation configurations, the user class inherits a
different base class implementation.
If we compare figure 5, which contains the classes
for apps in the on-board software, and figure 9, we
can see that the class at the bottom does not change,
only the classes at the top. The top class does not
subscribe to a topic anymore, because for unit tests
we do not need the telecommand distribution. Instead, the test code directly calls the handler methods to test them. The class for the standard telemetry is still there, because this is part of the accessible
interface towards the user class (at the bottom).
For driving the test code, we rely on GTest,20
which is widely used for unit testing.

8.1 Unit Testing of Apps

8.2 Integration Testing

The purpose of unit tests lies in testing the
developer-written code, i.e. code that is specific for
the apps. At this level, the tests do not cover the
generated code. As mentioned earlier, Corfu generates an abstract base class for each application,
which is inherited by a user-defined class. For the
user-defined (sub)class, the generated base class provides features:

Integration testing uses the full stack of software, which includes the operating system, Corfu,
the nodes and the apps. The interface of the testing code towards the on-board software is the external interface of the apps, namely of telecommands,
telemetry, and events.
Corfu provides an interface for writing integration tests, which bases on the ground library. This
interface provides functions to send telecommands
with required parameter values.

• Which topics do user methods publish to?
• Which other user methods do user methods
call?
Having this information available makes it possible
to find code that is not compliant with the model.
In addition, such information might be helpful for
the operation crew.
8 Automatic Testing

• Functionality that is accessible by methods or
member variables, e.g. references to topics for
publication.

sendTelecommand (
{ nodeId , appId , telecommandId , {
{” my_first_parameter ” , 1 2 3 } ,
{” my_second_parameter ” , 1 . 2 3 }
}}
);

• Functionality that invokes user methods, e.g.
threads or telecommand distribution.
In order to test user methods, unit tests have
to call them explicitly. Apps that comprise threads
could be problematic, because threads invoke user
methods on their own. If we would keep the thread,
we could hardly distinguish the topic output of the
different method invocations. To escape this issue,
the generator creates an own generated app class for
performing unit tests. This class retains the same accessible interface towards the user class, but it does
not contain code that invokes the user methods, such
as threads.
The normal compilation target for the on-board
software includes the generated code for on-board
software. For unit testing, we do not change the
user code at all. Instead, we just apply another
compilation configuration for the tests. In lieu of
Flederer

For checking the result, the testing framework caches
every response that it receives from the on-board
software, e.g. every telemetry. In the test code,
users can check for the responses, e.g. for specific
telemetry types.
c o n s t auto t e l e m e t r y
= telemetryCache
. getNext<MyTelemetry >(3_s ) ;
All the methods for retrieving a response have a
timeout parameter to avoid blocking of the automatic tests if responses are absent. In the example
above, the method waits a maximum of three seconds.
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corfu.unit_test

A

App

getNode() : corfu::Node &
sendTelemetry(Telemetry &)
sendAlive(Time timeout)

generated

A

MyApp

handleMyFirstTelecommand(MyFirstTelecommand &)
handleMySecondTelecommand(MySecondTelecommand &)

C

MyAppStandardTelemetry

C

myFirstField
mySecondField

MyApp

handleMyFirstTelecommand(MyFirstTelecommand &)
handleMySecondTelecommand(MySecondTelecommand &)

serialize(corfu::Slice<uint8 &)
deserialize(corfu::Slice<uint8 &)

Figure 9: Class Hierarchy for Unit Testing of Apps
9 Bundled Apps

Timed Commander Not all telecommand (sequences) shall be executed immediately after being received on-board. Instead, some
telecommand (sequences) shall be executed
later at a given time. This app manages a list
of telecommands to be executed in the future.
As soon as the specified time is reached, the
app triggers the telecommand.

Apart from giving developers the opportunity to
create their own apps, Corfu comes with a row of
reusable apps, which cover basic functionality that
is needed in almost every satellite software.
Housekeeper This app periodically collects the
real-time telemetry data for the node and publishes it periodically the downlink topic.

Time Manager Especially if a satellite has multiple computing nodes on-board, it is necessary
to synchronize the times between them. This
has to be done periodically because of diverging clocks. The time manager app provides an
interface to update the clock and to periodically distribute the time towards other computing nodes.

Redundancy Manager Some computing nodes
run hot-redundant. One computer is the active one, the other one is the backup computer.
If there is no hardware device that switches
between the two computers, this app can be
used. The redundancy managers of the two
nodes periodically send ping messages to determine if the other one still reacts. If this is
not the case, the active and backup roles are
switched.

Watchdog This app monitors the execution times
of threads on the system. If a thread exceeds the expected maximum execution time
or even the period time, the watchdog reports
an anomaly. Every time a thread is executed,
the watchdog receives a message to reset the
timer for the thread. Another task of the
(software) watchdog is to trigger the hardware
watchdog periodically.

Telemetry History In most small satellite missions, permanent ground contact is not guaranteed. However, having an overview of the
satellites states even in non-contact phases is
still important. To make satellite information
from non-contact phases available, this app
saves the history of telemetry, which operators
can request as soon as contact is re-established.
Flederer

Apart from these on-board apps, Corfu comes
with some with an app that is used for testing and
debugging.
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11.1 The InnoCube Satellite

Up/Downlink Usually, this app depends on the
hardware, e.g. the radio device. It converts the
local telemetry topic messages into radio packets and vice versa. The bundled implementation uses Rodos topics also for communicating
between the on-board software and the ground
software. The topics are transported via UDP
to communicate the reference ground software.

Soon, Corfu will be in Orbit for the first time.
Currently, the Technical University of Berlin and the
Julius Maximilian University of Wuerzburg develop
a Cubesat named InnoCube.7 InnoCube’s software
is powered by Corfu, on top of the real-time operating system Rodos.
The aim of InnoCube is to demonstrate two innovative technologies: SKITH and Wall#E. SKITH
stands for “Skip The Harness” and is a technology
for wireless communication between the computing
nodes on a satellite. The aim of SKITH is to replace the wired bus between the computing nodes
with a wireless connection between all participants.
This not only reduces the effort of integrating a bus
system on the back plane, it also avoids faulty connections between the computing nodes. The satellite
has six different types of computing nodes. That also
means six different types of on-board software configuration running on the satellite. However, many
apps are reused on the different node types, which
makes this satellite a perfect candidate for a software framework like Corfu. Thus, in this project we
have apps that run on several (or even all) nodes and
some apps that run only on one type of node, e.g.
scientific software on payload computers. We have
more than 20 different apps in this project. Some
of them will certainly find their way back into the
Corfu framework as reusable apps.

10 Reference Ground Software
Technically, the ground part of Corfu consists of
two artifacts: the ground library and the ground
software. The supplied ground software is built
on top of the ground library as a reference of how
ground software can be built with Corfu. For developing purposes the ground library comes with a
UDP connection between the on-board software and
the ground software — see figure 10. This makes it
possible to execute both pieces, ground and space
software, on the same computer in order to test the
on-board software manually or per integration tests
(see Section 8.2).
We designed the reference ground software to be
dynamic. Hence, in contrast to the on-board software, it does not require generated code. Instead,
it dynamically adapts to the software configuration
(model) at run-time. This is possible, because for
the ground software we have decided not to follow
the “no dynamic memory” policy. Ground hardware
has more memory and failing is not as serious as for
on-board software.
When being initialized, the library parses the
software configuration and makes the parsed data
structure available to the ground software. Our
ground software uses the information about the software’s structure to create a software-specific graphical user interface at run-time. It uses Qt for the
graphical user interface. However, we are also working on a web interface for displaying telemetry data
and to fire telecommands. The graphical user interface prints the current standard telemetry values and
generates input windows for sending telecommands
as well as printing extended telemetry.

The other technology, Wall#E, integrates energy
storage into the structure of the satellite. This does
not influence the architecture of the software like
Skith. The satellite launch is scheduled for 2023.

11.2 Virtual Control Room
The Julius Maximilian University of Wuerzburg
develops a control room that is located in virtual reality.14 This project virtually brings a control room
even into small places, offices, or even living rooms.
Having a virtual reality headset on, users see a 3D
control room with vivid description of the satellite’s
state. For receiving and parsing telemetry data and
sending telecommands, the virtual control room relies on the ground library of Corfu.

11 Corfu in Action

Some parts of the user interface in the virtual
control room use a web browser that shows data
about the satellite and to trigger telecommands.
Thus, this work shows that it is feasible to use our
ground library for different use cases and environments, including web services.

Corfu is quite new, but there are already two announced projects in which Corfu is involved: the
cubesat mission InnoCube and a virtual control
room.
Flederer
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Figure 10: The Structure of Ground and On-Board Software During Development and Testing
Phase
12 Ongoing Improvements

intend to implement or use a unit test driver, which
directly runs on the target platform. We could receive feedback in the same way as receiving telemetry in order to evaluate the test result.

The development of Corfu is still very active. We
have many ideas that we are going to implement into
the framework.
For example, we want to enhance the integration testing. Currently, the integration test only
supports testing at the communication interface between ground and space. However, on-board software has other interfaces that integration tests could
use to verify correct behavior. We want to observe the output values of actuators as a response to
telecommands. In addition, we think about simulating sensor inputs in order to trigger specific code execution. For this, we are going to implement dummy
device drivers, which provide this information.
The formal and the extracted models are also
both subject of enhancement. There are still several aspects, which we could include in the models.
For the formal model, we think about introducing a
representation of hardware devices. The operating
system Rodos comes with a hardware abstraction
layer that provides device drivers. If we introduce
device definitions in the model, it would be possible
to configure those device drivers already at design
time and to associate them with apps.
To date, unit testing takes place at (desktop)
computers. However, target platforms might behave
slightly different, because of the different hardware
architecture or the different compilation toolchain.
Even if the difference might be small, but it could be
dangerous for safety-critical software. Therefore, we
Flederer
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